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‘There are no crystal balls’
Winter break brings risk for spread

Students
meet with
Boyce
HADLEY HITSON
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WILL CARPENTER
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With the end of fall semester approaching, COVID-19
numbers could spike if college
students return to their home
for winter break without taking
proper precautions.
Many schools are following
guidelines established by the
American College Health As-

sociation (ACHA) in a brief on
Oct. 29, including the University of Mississippi.
The document lists precautions that students and universities can take to reduce the
spread of the virus when campuses clear and return home
for Thanksgiving, including a
guideline to “maintain active
testing, contact tracing and other public health measures until

the end of the semester so that
case rates are as low as possible
when the semester ends.” In
accordance with this guideline,
the university has increased the
number of free, asymptomatic
testing slots available to faculty,
staff and students during the final three weeks of the semester.
“It is important to reiterate that testing is an important
strategy that helps our univer-

sity manage the COVID-19 pandemic,” Provost Noel Wilkin
wrote in an email to the campus
community on Nov. 9. “Decisions about social events and
restrictions will be based on
testing participation and positivity rate. Testing enables us
to meet our goal to remain open
and operational.”
“The fact (that) COVID-19

SEE SPREAD PAGE 2

Alumna is Miss USA
ELIZA NOE
MADDY QUON

thedmnews@gmail.com

Asya Branch, a University of
Mississippi alumna and the first
African American Miss Mississippi USA, was crowned Miss USA
Monday night at this year’s Miss
USA pageant. This is the first time
Mississippi has won the title.
“I’m filled with so much joy
and excitement,” Branch said.
“I’m still running on adrenaline,
and it truly is amazing. It’s such

an honor to have been able to represent the state of Mississippi and
to be this first Miss USA from the
state of Mississippi.”
This year’s pageant aired live
from Memphis and was previously postponed because of the
coronavirus pandemic. The first
runner-up was Miss Idaho USA,
Kim Layne.
Branch is from Michigan,
and she moved to Mississippi in
2003. She has been competing in
pageants since the first grade and

SEE MISS USA PAGE 3

INCONSISTENT TEAMS FACE OFF:
REBELS VERSUS GAMECOCKS
The Rebels will play against the
South Carolina Gamecocks on
Saturday at 6:30. For more insight,
The Daily Mississippian discussed
the matchup with Micheal Sauls, cosports editor at The Daily Gamecock.
SEE PAGE 6
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Asya Branch, winner of Miss USA 2020, wears the “Power of Positivity”
crown at the Miss USA Competition on Nov. 7 in Memphis.

Over the past four months,
leaders of the Associated Student Body, the Black Student
Union, the university chapter
of the NAACP and other student organizations have regularly met with Chancellor Glenn
Boyce to discuss the problems
they see at the University of
Mississippi and the solutions
they want to implement.
“The chancellor is very open
to meeting with us, the minority organizations, and seeing
where we stand on things, hearing our concerns, answering
our questions and helping us
fulfill our ideals. That has been
consistent,” Demetrius Harris, president of UM’s NAACP
chapter, said.
Harris and nine other leaders of Black student organizations have had a standing
monthly meeting with Boyce
since July when they condemned the “glorification” of
the university’s Confederate
cemetery.
Since their initial meeting,
BSU president Nicholas Crasta said conversations with the
chancellor have moved from
making sure there weren’t university plans they didn’t know
about to making concrete plans
for change that will benefit
students on campus. As result
of these meetings, Crasta said
Boyce committed to creating “a
minority seat or a Black coalition seat on each of his standing committees” to increase
student representation where
university decisions are made.
Crasta said he, Harris and
the other student leaders involved in the meetings are
working with Boyce to create a
polling place on the university
campus.
“Chancellor Boyce actually got us into a meeting with
Secretary of State (Michael)
Watson,” Crasta said. “The
biggest thing that Secretary

SEE BOYCE PAGE 3

GUEST COLUMN: BIDEN’S WIN SPEAKS
VOLUMES ABOUT REPRESENTATION
“I read a letter that then Sen. Joe Biden
wrote decades ago to a young boy
with a speech impediment, advising
him never to let his stutter get in the
way of his goals, and this idea takes
shape in me, this wild what-if,” guest
columnist Katie Williamson writes.
SEE PAGE 10
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SPREAD

continued from page 1
can spread unknowingly has
added a great deal of complexity
to the pandemic,” Anita Barkin,
co-chair of the ACHA COVID-19
task force, said.
Barkin said the association
released the guidelines after
universities who are members
of the ACHA, like the University
of Mississippi, expressed “high
interest” in a document that included guidelines for students
returning home safely at the
end of the fall term. Barkin said
that if universities follow the
guidelines from her team and
the Center for Disease Control,
the risk of a spike will be significantly reduced.
“Yes, there is a real risk (of
spread),” Barkin said. “Anytime
you have people traveling from
one location to another, you
have to assess risk of spreading disease. Given that we have
a high prevalence of disease
occurring across the country,
traveling back and forth from
campus to home and home back
to campus increases the risk of
spread.”
The ACHA recommends students adopt a “know before you
go” approach to exiting campus,
taking as many precautions as
possible to reduce bringing the
virus across city and state lines.
The guidelines also encourage
reducing the number of people
with whom students have close
contact prior to the travel, con-
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sistently wearing a mask, using
hand sanitizer and getting tested for COVID-19 before and after leaving campus.
“Everyone has to take responsibility for reducing the risk
of spread,” Barkin said. “Individuals need to follow the guidance for safe travel and reducing
risk of spread. Campuses should
communicate the school’s plans
and requirements and also provide information and resources
for testing and care available
both on and off campus.”
The ACHA advises that institutions should also be prepared to provide housing and
services for any students that
cannot travel due to a positive
test before their departure. Ole
Miss Student Housing will continue to offer quarantine spaces
to on-campus residents over

winter break. It will also offer
housing options over break for
students who are unable to return home.
College campuses are considered high-risk areas, especially when it comes to asymptomatic transmission, given that
many college-aged students experience only minor symptoms.
Alex Langhart, the director
of University Health Services,
said that the university will not
require students to be tested before returning home or before
returning to campus for spring
semester, but health services
guidelines are in accordance
with those outlined in the ACHA
brief.
Langhart said it has been a
struggle getting students to test
voluntarily. Since the program’s
start on Sept. 8, only about 12%

of students have gotten tested through the sentinel testing
program, leaving a little over
16,000 students untested.
The New York Times has reported more than 250,000 cases on college campuses, but it is
hard to know the exact number
when so many students have not
been tested at all.
“The more our campus population participates in surveillance testing, seeks testing and
reports positives to University
Health Services and engages
with the university’s contact
tracers, the more confident we
can be in the data on our dashboards,” Langhart said. “It takes
everyone doing their part to prevent the spread of the virus.”
At the time of publication,
the
university’s
COVID-19
dashboard shows 33 confirmed

active cases, 27 of which are
students, five are staff and one
is faculty. UM’s aggregate confirmed cases since March on the
Oxford campus is up to 878.
Liz Sharlot, director of communication at the Mississippi
State Department of Health,
said that asymptomatic spread
is a worry, but that it’s too difficult to judge the effect it has on
infection.
“Sadly, in public health there
are no crystal balls,” Sharlot
said. “We can’t speculate, but
we are always concerned about
community transmission.”
Anna Lauren Kornegay, a senior integrated marketing communications major, said she
plans to get tested before heading to her grandparents’ house
for Thanksgiving.
“My biggest fear is to have
asymptomatic COVID,” Kornegay said. “To have it and not
realize it and pass it on to my
elderly grandparents, I would
not be able to live with myself
if something were to happen to
them when I leave to go back for
Thanksgiving.”
Typically, Kornegay said she
gathers with extended family
for a week of Thanksgiving festivities just outside of Oxford. In
an attempt to limit COVID-19
exposure, though, they will be
having one Thanksgiving dinner
instead.
Ultimately, Kornegay said
she is willing to take any precautions possible to be able to
see her family, and she is one of
many who will follow these precautions when leaving Oxford at
the end of the semester.
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MISS USA

continued from page 1
has participated in pageants every
year since. Branch was crowned
the 2018 Miss Mississippi in the
Miss America circuit.
Branch said that being the
first African American to win Miss
Mississippi and becoming the first
Mississippian to win Miss USA
are two very important accomplishments for her.
“I think it’s important that
we have examples in the media
for children that look up to. So
many young people are on social media now, and that’s where
they get their information. That
is where they see everything all
day,” Branch said. “They’re glued
to their phones, and so it’s important that we have good representation and diversity for them to see
and to have as examples and role
models.”
Branch said managing the
coronavirus pandemic was the
most difficult aspect of her preparation for Miss USA. Instead of
her usual pageant prep-work, she
had to do home workouts alone
everyday and meet with trainers
and coaches virtually.
“It was a hard transition. You
go from going everywhere to being
at home, but I enjoyed it,” Branch
said. “It gives you time to really reflect on yourself and realize your
strengths, your weaknesses (and)
your capabilities.”
For her platform, Branch promotes “I Am More,” which advocates for those who have been af-

BOYCE

continued from page 1

Watson said to us was, aside
from presidential elections,
nobody really used polling
places on campuses. I know he
was comparing it to the one in
Starkville at Mississippi State,
and that’s why they had to shut
that one down. So, we have to
push voting in every election,
even local elections.”
This is not the first time students have attempted to have a
polling place established at the
university. In 2018, the ASB
Senate passed a resolution
urging Lafayette County to do
just that, but nothing more
came of the request.
Crasta said he and his fellow
student leaders are fully aware
of the complications that come
with establishing a new polling
place, but they hope that hav-
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Asya Branch, Miss USA 2020 winner, being crowned with the “Power of Positivity” Crown at the Miss USA
Competition, on November 7, 2020 at Graceland in Memphis, Tennessee.
fected by incarceration. As a child
of a formerly incarcerated person,
Branch said that she realized that
she was more than the hardships
she faced and any difficulties that
came her way, so “I am more” became her life motto.
One part of her platform is
a program called Love Letters,
where she donates stationary and
stamps to inmates so they can
write their loved ones and maintain a good connection with their
families.

ing Boyce’s support will make
the process quicker.
“Chancellor Boyce really
didn’t want to wait. He knew
that it wasn’t going to happen
by this 2020 election, but he
didn’t want to wait more than
a year (to create the polling
place),” Crasta said. “The biggest problem with having a
polling place on the university’s campus was that the campus is so big and that it falls
in between multiple different
precincts right now.”
Crasta, Harris and the presidents of Men of Excellence,
the University of Mississippi
Black Caucus, E.S.T.E.E.M.,
UM National Pan-Hellenic
Council, UM Gospel Choir,
I.M.A.G.E. and MAPS have another meeting scheduled with
Watson to further discuss the
polling place in December.
Crasta said those meetings
would not have been possible
without Boyce’s help.

“I know that my letters from
my dad are what kept me positive and strong throughout these
hardships,” Branch said. “Just
being able to write your children,
being able to write your mother or
whoever it is that’s at home, being able to keep that bond so that
when (you) are released, you have
a foundation to help you reintegrate into society.”
Branch said that through Love
Letters, she’s been able to share
her own story of growing up with

“For Chancellor Boyce, he’s
trying his hardest to build a
relationship with students as
much as possible, knowing
that he kind of came in with a
lot of distress and a lot of ten-
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sion from the UM community,”
Crasta said. “He’s been trying
to do his best and working as
much as possible and trying
to kind of get down to earth as
much as possible.”
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student media center
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an incarcerated parent.
“(My story) is something that
they can truly relate to and see
that this is possible. It doesn’t
matter if I grew up with that money. It doesn’t matter if I don’t have
what the kid down the street has.
It doesn’t matter where I come
from or my background, I can accomplish anything,” Branch said.
“I just have to overcome these obstacles to strengthen me in order
to achieve my goals.”
As Miss USA, Branch said
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her goals are to expand Love Letters nationwide and to continue
spreading positivity.
After winning Miss USA,
Branch faced controversy online
because of her 2018 performance
at a rally that President Donald
Trump hosted. Branch sang the
national anthem and participated
in a roundtable event at the White
House, and she received backlash
for both.
Branch said that at the time,
she was Miss Mississippi USA and
was contractually obligated to attend all appearances that she was
booked for, and these just happened to be appearances she was
obligated to attend.
“I attend events and represent
all people, not just one particular
party, and so I, personally, don’t
ever share my political beliefs,”
Branch said. “Those are simply
assumptions.”
While she doesn’t share her
political views, Branch said she
believes it is a true honor to represent the country when she sings
the national anthem. She also said
that she considered the roundtable discussion an opportunity for
her to speak about prison reform.
“From that discussion, the
First Step Act was passed, which
helps rehabilitate inmates back
into society,” Branch said. “I think
that in order to make a difference
for those that I’m so passionate
about, I needed a seat at the table,
and that was an opportunity for
me.”
As Miss USA, Branch will
move on to the Miss Universe
pageant.

Joshua Mannery, ASB president, also has standing meetings with Boyce, and he said
that his goals align with those
of the Black student organization presidents. However,
when Mannery meets with
Boyce, he said he likes to discuss university issues instead
of presenting concrete plans.
“Sometimes change can
happen right away, but when it
comes to thinking about a polling place or a replacement for
the statute, those aren’t going
to happen over the course of
one meeting,” Mannery said.
“I think we, as these organizations meeting with Chancellor Boyce, need to have a bit
of continuity and build upon
each other instead of just all
presenting the same ideas in
different ways.”
Nonetheless, Mannery said
he looks forward to continuing work with Crasta and other
student leaders.
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Where the election lawsuits stand
KENNETH NIEMEYER
thedmnews@gmail.com

It has been three days since
most major news networks called
the presidential election in favor
of Joe Biden, but President Donald Trump still has not conceded
defeat. While votes continue to
be counted across the country,
the president has filed lawsuits in
key battleground states regarding
vote counting.
President Trump and his campaign staff have opened suits in
Georgia, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Nevada and Arizona over vote
counting. Georgia and North Carolina have not yet been called by
most media networks, while Fox
News and the Associated Press
have called Arizona for Biden.
Biden carries a .29% lead in Georgia and Trump holds a 1.3% lead
in North Carolina.
Trump’s team has not filed
any lawsuits in Wisconsin but has
vowed to pursue a recount there.
In Pennsylvania, the president
filed a motion to stop vote counting in Philadelphia, but a federal judge dismissed the request.
The president also filed a lawsuit
claiming that its observers were
not allowed to observe vote counting in Philadelphia.
Supreme Court Justice Sam-
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uel Alito also approved a request
to ensure that the state separates
mail-in-ballots received after election day from those received on or
before Nov. 3. Trump filed another lawsuit yesterday in Pennsylvania to stop that state from
certifying Biden as the winner on
the ground that the state’s mail-in

voting process lacks verifiability.
The president filed an additional lawsuit in Michigan claiming that campaign members were
not able to observe ballot counting sufficiently there, which was
dismissed last week.
In Georgia, the president filed
a lawsuit to have 53 ballots in

Chatham County disqualified, but
the suit was dismissed by a superior court judge. In Arizona, the
president filed a lawsuit claiming
that votes had been wrongfully rejected. The next court hearing in
the suit is set for Thursday.
Trump’s legal team filed two
lawsuits in Nevada. The first sim-

ilarly claims that campaign members were not allowed to observe
ballot counting, and the second
questions the legitimacy of ballot
machines in Clark County.
M
A judge rejected the first law- t
suit on the grounds that there was
not sufficient evidence to support
it. The campaign attempted to
impose an injunction on the ballot counting machines used in
Clark County, but it was rejected
by a judge who said there was no
evidence that the machines were
used improperly.
While it is typical for vote
counting to continue for days and
weeks after presidential elections,
it is unusual for a candidate to not
concede after most media organizations have called the race in one
candidate’s favor. President-elect
Biden said it was an “embarrassment” that Trump has yet to
concede while giving an address
about the Affordable Care Act on
Tuesday.
“I think it will not help the
president’s legacy,” he said. “I
think that — I know from my discussions with foreign leaders thus
far — they are hopeful that the
United States’ democratic institutions are once again being viewed
as strong and endured, but at the
end of the day, it’s all going to
come to fruition on January 20.”

K

UM students react to
presidential election results
MADDY QUON

thedmnews@gmail.com

On Nov. 7, major news networks called the presidential
election to an end with the results
favoring former Vice President
Joe Biden. However, President
Donald Trump has yet to concede,
instead filing lawsuits in key battleground states Pennsylvania,
Georgia, Michigan, Nevada and
Arizona over vote counting.
While the vote counting continues, students at the University of Mississippi have already
formed their opinions on the results of the election.
Genevieve Wilson, a freshman
international studies major, said

that she is fairly skeptical about
the lawsuits Trump filed.
“I think it’s interesting considering how we’re more accepting
of the elections for Senate and the
House, but the presidential election is controversial,” Wilson said.
“I think it’s a little interesting why
he’s so set on that, but we’ll see
what happens.”
Robert Hughes, a sophomore
computer science major, was not
surprised by the results of the
election and said he had predicted
that the presidential race would
be extremely close. Hughes also
said that while he thinks it is well
within Trump’s right to contest
the election results, he doesn’t
think the outcome will change af-

ter recounts.
“I hope this will lead to more
clarity,” Hughes said. “I’m sure
Trump will eventually concede.”
Hughes also said he hopes
that people will start to put more
trust into the electoral college system following this election season.
“Right now, it seems like every
four years, whatever the losing
side is always has some big trust
issues within it, and democracy
fails whenever we can’t trust our
election system,” Hughes said.
Cassie Ray, a sophomore Chinese and business management
major, said she thinks that the
potential recounts will not make a
difference, but if they give people
peace of mind, then they should

t
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happen. She also thinks that the
country as a whole should recognize the winner of the election as
the president, no matter who it is.
“I heard the saying ‘Trump is
not my president’ too many times.

No matter who wins, which right
now Biden has won, that is the
president,” Ray said. “Most of us
should be able to agree that how
this election went down is simply
embarrassing to the country as a
whole.”

38078
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Senior class to donate
inclusion retention fund

MORGAN O’NEAL

thedmnews@gmail.com

Class of 2021 seniors are
raising money to establish the
UM Inclusive Excellence Retention Fund with the Center
for Inclusion and Cross Cultural Engagement. The fund
will provide non-recurring
grants to students who actively promote inclusion, diversity, awareness and respect.
Flint Christian, senior
class president, said the gift
will help ensure that students
who value inclusion and apply
for the fund will not have to
leave campus due to financial
hardships.
“It will help keep students
who are making this their
mission at Ole Miss stay at
Ole Miss, involved in organizations, opening up new or-

ganizations, reaching out to
new students and maintaining
personal connections, even if
there’s some sort of financial
hardship that gets in the way,”
Christian said.
Chrisitan also said that the
2021 class officers wanted to
choose a gift that provides a
direct benefit and immediate
impact on the current student
body and incoming freshmen.
“I think we were thinking
about the close relationships
we have with the undergraduate students and the freshmen coming into college and
thinking about what we want
to see from the university and
overall atmosphere,” Christian said.
Meredith McDonald, class
of 2021 treasurer, said the officers reached out to the Center for Inclusion and Cross

Cultural Engagement about
the gift over the summer “because of what was going on in
the world.”
“It was in the wake of the
tragic death of George Floyd,
and the (Confederate) statue
had just been taken down,”
McDonald said. “We wanted
to focus on something that
would be educational and
would be impactful for our
students so that they, as individuals, leave as more inclusive or better versed on what
diversity really means.”
McDonald said the senior
class officers wanted the gift
to be a fund rather than a
structural or physical donation, so the gift will impact
the university and the individual students who make up the
university.
“I think it’s special to our

PHOTO COURTESY: FLINT CHRISTIAN

class because we are kind of
on a cusp of a turning point
— or I hope we’re on a cusp
of a turning point — as a university where our image, as
far as diversity and inclusion
goes, can be shifted and can
be changed,” McDonald said.
“For our class to be an inte-

gral part of funding that and
making that happen faster is
something we can look back
on in 20 or 30 years and be
really proud of.”
Monetary donations for
the senior class gift are being
collected throughout the rest
of the year.

Professor says there is a political ‘erosion of norms’

KATE KIMBERLIN

thedmnews@gmail.com

Political science professor Conor Dowling discussed
the results of the 2020 presidential election and what the
next four years will mean for
college-aged students at the
third and final Sally McDonnell Barksdale Honors Convocation on Tuesday.
Dowling said the election
made him remember his experience voting in the 2000
presidential election between
George W. Bush and Al Gore.
He said that he believes that
there has been an “erosion of
norms” over the past 20 years
since that election. According
to him, American society has
grown used to interference in
the justice department, and
Dowling thinks U.S. citizens
need a reminder that elections
are important for a democrat-

ic society.
“I think elections are an
opportune time to reflect on
our role as citizens, what it
means to contribute to the
public good and what it means
to be driven to find solutions
to society’s most pressing
problems,” Dowling said.
Dowling shared statistics
on the percentage of participating voters aged 18 to 29
years old in this year’s election compared to the 2016
election, and voter turnout
for this age group increased
by approximately 5% in 2020.
Dowling said this uptick impacted the general turnout
rates, and in part, young voters participating made the
election so close.
He also noted that there
are now more women in Congress than ever before.
“It is an important trend to
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Political science professor Conor
Dowling

keep an eye on when it comes
to thinking about representation,” Dowling said.
Dowling pointedly said he
was not including recounts or
continued legal concerns in
his presentation.
“I think another key question that’s come out of this
election is whether there
should be some more federal
oversight, or just more generally,” Dowling said.
One audience member
asked Dowling if he thought
the trend of blue-ticket voting
will continue for young voters,
or if their votes will switch as
they age.
“I wouldn’t necessarily
say that it portends a sort of

a shift because we do tend to
see some more conservative
voting as people age, but it
could be sort of a shift in the
market,” Dowling said.
Another audience member
asked how likely it is that the
electoral college will remain
in place. Despite close elections in recent years, Dowling believes that there will be
“some time” before the electoral college is reformed.
“I think we’ll see more attention given to the national
popular vote, but I’d be hard
pressed to think it’s going to
happen,” Dowling said.
Dowling was the final
speaker that the honors college will host this semester.
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Players
earn bowl
invite
BARRETT FREEMAN

thedmsports@gmail.com

Ole Miss will kick off against South Carolina at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday.

JAMES MINZESHEIMER
thedmsports@gmail.com

The Ole Miss football team
is coming off of a bye week after
beating Vanderbilt 54-21 the week
prior. This Saturday at 6:30 p.m. in
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium, the
Rebels will face a South Carolina
team that has been inconsistent
this season.
In a press conference this
week, head coach Lane Kiffin
outlined what areas the team
worked on over its extended prep
time.
“We did a lot of work on
consistency in the run game and

communication upfront,” Kiffin
said. “(We did) a lot of red-zone
work because we’re as good as
anyone in the country offensively
outside of the red zone. Our
problem has been the struggles
in the red zone and then the
turnovers. In one game, I thought
I saw we had 10 turnovers or
something. That means we had
seven in one game and three in all
the others combined.”
For more insight into this
week’s matchup, The Daily
Mississippian spoke with the
co-sports editor of The Daily
Gamecock, Micheal Sauls. Sauls
explained some of his concerns for
the Gamecocks on the defensive
side of the game. South Carolina
struggled last week in a blowout
loss to Texas A&M.
“On the defensive side of
the ball, it’s going to be very
important that South Carolina
is able to contain Matt Corral,”
Sauls said. “The defense had bad
luck containing a top SEC passer
in Kellen Mond last week, so

DOMINO’S DOMINO’S
WEST & EAST - NEW
OLE MISS LOCATION!
CAMPUS OPEN NOW!
1603 WEST JACKSON AVENUE

PHOTO COURTESY: JOSHUA MCCOY / OLE MISS ATHLETICS

Rebels and Gamecocks to face off

38077

Senior football players Royce
Newman and Kenny Yeboah
were issued invitations to
participate in the 2021 Reese’s
Senior Bowl on Jan. 30, Ole
Miss Athletics announced on
Tuesday.
Newman and Yeboah have
proved that they are key players
for the Rebels’ explosive offense
this season. Newman, who was
part of the 2016 recruiting class,
saw limited playing time in his
first three years on the team and
never started during that time
period.
Last year, he broke his way
into the starting line-up at left
guard, where he was impressive
in his pass blocking, only
allowing one sack in 416 pass
blocks. After the senior bowl,
Newman will prepare for the
NFL draft.
In contrast to Newman,
Yeboah is a newcomer in his
first and only year on the team.
Yeboah transferred to the
university this year to join the
football team and has quickly
become a fan favorite.
The 6’4, 240-pound tight
end has hauled in 22 catches
for 470 receiving yards and six
touchdowns this season. Head
coach Lane Kiffin’s offense has
been the perfect fit for Yeboah
as he continues to get better and
raise more eyebrows before the
end of the season.
The Rebels will host the
University of South Carolina
Gamecocks in the VaughtHemingway Stadium at 6:30 pm
on Saturday.

1920 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
NEXT TO LARSON’S CASH SAVER

662.236.3030 662.236.3844

SUN-WED 10:30 AM-2 AM
OPEN LATE! THURS-SAT
10:30 AM-3 AM

hopefully they’ll be able to contain
him by cutting him off from his
receivers, mainly Elijah Moore.
The Carolina defense also has to
make sure to not sleep on the Ole
Miss running game. Snoop Conner
and Jerrion Ealy are two guys that
could cause big problems if they
get going early.”
The Rebels’ run game is
something to look out for this
week. Both Conner and Ealy broke
out for over 100 yards against
Alabama in the third week of
the season. The talent of the two
running backs combined with the
intentional focus on the run game
in practice over the past two weeks
could lead to a big rushing game
for the Rebels.
Along with the Gamecocks’
concerns about stopping the Ole
Miss run game, Sauls said he
thinks the team had a big question
mark on offense.
“In his Sunday teleconference,
(South Carolina head coach Will)
Muschamp basically said that the
starting quarterback position is up

for grabs this week, and whoever
practices best will be the starter,”
Sauls said. “So, whoever is named
starter of Collin Hill, Ryan Hilinksi
and Luke Doty will definitely be
worth watching.”
In terms of this game’s
outcome, Sauls is not hopeful for
the Gamecocks to win.
“Both teams need this win
badly, and as much as I want
South Carolina to win, I think
they’ll come up short and lose by
one score,” Sauls said. “I think
defensively, South Carolina will
play much better than they have
in the last couple of weeks, but I
think there are too many potential
question marks surrounding the
offense for the team to pull out a
win.”
The Rebels are 4-2 this season,
but the remaining portion of their
schedule is manageable compared
to other SEC teams, which leaves
open the possibility of the Rebels
being eligible for a bowl game.

NOW DRIVERS
HIRING

Earn $12-$18 per hour
Apply in person – 1603 W Jackson Ave
or 1920 University Ave
or online at jobs.dominos.com
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Turner Center Room 212
imsc@olemiss.edu
662.915.5573
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Basketball schedule
announced
RUBY DRAAYER

thedmsports@gmail.com

Ole Miss men’s basketball
announced a preseason tournament as well as its full SEC
schedule last week. The team
will start off its preseason on
Nov. 25 at the Justin Reed Ole
Miss Classic.
During the tournament,
the Rebels will host Arkansas
State, Central Arkansas and
Jackson State University at
the Pavilion.
“What a great way to tip-off
our season with three straight
days of basketball leading up
to the Egg Bowl,” head coach
Kermit Davis said. “We could
not find a finer man to name
our classic after than Justin
Reed, one of the most popular
players in Ole Miss history.”
Former basketball favorite
Justin Reed started all four
years at Ole Miss from 2001
to 2004, and later, he went
on to be drafted by the Boston
Celtics in the 2004 NBA Draft.
Reed was also the first Rebel
to be named a member of the
All-SEC team in four different
seasons.
This 2020-2021 season
will feature an 18-game slate,

ending on March 2. The first
SEC game will kick off for Ole
Miss on Dec. 29 at the University of Alabama, and it will be
followed by the faceoff against
Auburn on Jan. 6 at The Pavilion.
Earlier this year, Ole Miss
basketball was in the spotlight for having a top-tier recruiting class as well as a bigsplash hire. Former Ole Miss
basketball legend Marshall
Henderson was brought in
as a graduate assistant after
breaking records and gaining
national attention for his intensity on the court. Henderson became known for his 129
three-pointers in his senior
FILE PHOTO: BILLY SCHUERMAN / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN
season and helped Ole Miss
punch a ticket to the NCAA Ole Miss announced the 2021 basketball schedule. Ole Miss opens SEC
Tournament in 2013.
play on Jan. 12 against Florida.
Davis and his staff have yet
to take a break this offseason
following the immediate el- shown every day in practice.
shirt freshman Shon Robinigibility of Samford transfer A big thank you goes to our
son.
Robert Allen. Allen is a 6-foot- compliance staff and Samford
The attendance plan, in8 forward expected to make University on assisting with
cluding tickets, parking and
an impact early this season.
the process.”
safety guidelines will be an“We were all extremeOther new additions to nounced next week. The Paly excited to receive word of the stacked roster include
vilion is currently set to allow
Robert’s waiver to play this graduate students Dimencio
25% limited capacity as well.
season,” Davis said. “Rob will Vaughn and Romello White,
Times and broadcasting will
bring tremendous passion and freshman Matthew Murrell,
be announced later.
energy to our team as he has junior Jarkel Joiner and red-

SEC college pick ‘em: week 11
DM SPORTS DESK

thedmsports@gmail.com

With the announcement
of four SEC games postponed
this week including the Alabama vs. LSU match-up, The
Daily Mississippian sports
desk predicted what’s left of
SEC football weekend with
game predictions for Arkansas, Vanderbilt and Ole Miss.
Ole Miss vs. South Carolina - Ruby Draayer
I wouldn’t be a true fan if I
didn’t pick Ole Miss vs. anybody.
However, Ole Miss is coming off
a bye week refreshed and looking
to make a name for themselves
despite a rocky start. South Carolina has had a rough past couple
of weeks and still is unsure who its
starting quarterback will be coming into week eight of the season.
That is never a good sign. South
Carolina just screams mediocrity,
and I am sure that Ole Miss will
want to capitalize on that.
Ole Miss 48, South Carolina 21
Florida vs. Arkansas Kelby Zendejas
Arkansas has definitely been
a surprise to me this season, and

LOGOS COURTESTY: THE SOUTHEASTERN CONFRENCE

coming off a 24-13 victory, I’m
sure they will be hungry for a
swamp upset. However, Florida is
4-1 with a big 44-28 victory over
Georgia last weekend. I think the
odds are in Florida’s favor against
a decent Arkansas, but it’ll definitely be a fun game to watch with
Florida’s offensive play. Florida
quarterback Kyle Trask passed
474 yards with four touchdowns

THE DM
CLASSIFIEDS
WORK!

last weekend, so we’ll see what
he’s got up his sleeve on Saturday
for the Razorbacks. Florida gets
this win.
Florida, 42 Arkansas 21
Vanderbilt vs. Kentucky Kelby Zendejas
Vanderbilt is currently
0-5 after taking hits of postponed games, unable to get
real momentum going. The

Wildcats are 2-4 and are offensively able to produce key
moments to put them in the
lead. I think Kentucky will
win this easily even though
the team hasn’t played a game
since Halloween weekend. I
think the Wildcats will put up
at least 20 plus points on the
scoreboard.
Kentucky 24, Vanderbilt 0
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Soccer
ranked
No. 14
KELBY ZENDEJAS

thedmsports@gmail.com

Ole Miss soccer joins the
United Coaches Poll at No. 14
after winning two consecutive
games
against
previously
ranked No. 14 Georgia and No.
13 Vanderbilt just days before
the opening SEC Tournament
match on Nov. 15.
The Rebels sit in-between
Tennessee and Kansas in the
poll this week. The team hasn’t
been in the top-25 since 2017
when they were ranked at No.
24. The last time the Rebels
placed higher in polls was in
2015 with a No. 12 slot.
In addition to the UM
soccer team’s high ranking
this week, UM goalkeeper
Ashley Orkus was named to the
TopDrawersSoccer Team of the
Week after her performance
against
the
Commodores
where she drew in nine saves
for a season-high as well as
contributing to the gamewinning goal.
“Another exciting Saturday
night for us in soccer,” UM
head coach Matt Mott said.
“We went up to Vandy to take
on the Commodores with
seeding in mind, where we
were going to be seeded for the
SEC Tournament, trying to get
points obviously and finish on
a high. We were able to beat
them 2-1 on two late goals after
the 86th minute and got the
second one in overtime, it was
a good game.”
Senior striker Channing
Foster also garnered an
Honorable Mention Team
of the Week with her gamewinning goals against Georgia
and Vanderbilt.
With the team heading
to the SEC Tournament this
week in Orange Beach, Ala.,
there has never been a better
time this season to pick up
their momentum than now.
The team sits at a stand-still
as they await their seeding
for the tournament which will
determine who they play first.
“I’m really happy with the
group as we get ready for the
beach,” Mott said. “We don’t
know where our seeding is yet.
There’s one game left to be
made up today between Texas
A&M and Auburn, and that
will determine where we are
seeded.”
The first whistle will blow
at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday, Nov.
15 for the Rebels.

TRYING TO SELL SOMETHING?
LOOKING FOR A NEW HOME?
NEED A JOB?
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WILL CARPENTER

A look into the fluctuating Oxford
food truck business

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

KATHERINE BUTLER / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

Above: Food trucks have not been
immune to the effects of the
pandemic. Jake Houston started
his food truck after watching their
popularity rise across the country.
Right: Ata Eldalati has managed
Red’s Catfish for the last two
months. For him, the biggest
deterrent to customers is the
weather

Ole Miss
students,
alumni, faculty,
and staﬀ
get 10% oﬀ
every day!

West Jackson Wine & Spirits
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Film Festival brings
classic pastime to a
new generation
WILL CARPENTER

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

Independent film might
have a chance to survive
thanks to organizations like
the Oxford Film Festival and
its growing “pop-up” drive-in
theater.
The new series “OFF to the
Drive-In” began in the summer in an attempt to maintain
the in-person events presented by the festival. Melanie
Addington, the executive director of the festival, felt that
for the sake of the community,
the experience of independent
film had to continue on in person.
“Part of our goal is really
bridge building and creating
a sense of community. Film
is sort of the model to build
the conversation around,”
Addington said. “We have
fun comedy films, but then
we have social justice films
that really educate and give
something new to talk about.
There’s really so many things
you can walk away from at
some festival and experience
that not having that really
takes a hit on the community.”
When Gov. Tate Reeves
passed an ordinance banning
gatherings larger than 250
people in March, the festival
was forced to postpone its
schedule until April, where it
resumed digitally.
Addington and Associate
Director Matt Wymer started researching alternatives

to the online format, taking
notice of festivals in Atlanta,
Birmingham and Washington,
D.C. that were beginning to
host outdoor screenings. The
board was hesitant when Addington and Wymer pitched
their “pop-up” drive in concept, but the idea has since
proved itself to be a hit.
“It was a lot more hard
work, probably a heck of a lot
more than the past 17 years,”
Addington said. “But it was
really rewarding in that we are
still trying to serve all three of
those communities in the best
way we could.”
By the end of August, the
festival made back the money
it spent on equipment for the
drive-in and since then has
turned a steady profit. Some
movies do better than others,
but they have received a positive response overall.
“We’re really looking at
how to evolve into doing more
year round, really focusing
on what we’re providing all
the time for Oxford,” Addington said, “We want to build
up our educational stuff, like
kid workshops and filmmaking workshops, we rent some
equipment. We just really
make sure that people know
what we do outside of the film
festival.”
Addington and her team
are already planning for the
next film festival to be held
as a drive-in, lawn screening
or virtual format. Addington

ILLUSTRATION: KATHERINE BUTLER / THE DAILY MISSISSIPPIAN

wants to maintain the unique
experience of moviegoing with
an audience, whether it’s indoors or outdoors.
This Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, the drive-in will be
holding a screening of “The
Devil to Pay,” a film by Ruckus
and Lane Skye.
Together they have written around 20 screenplays
for other movies and directed several short films. Two
of their shorts have played at
Oxford Film Fest in the past,
but this is their first feature
length film.
Releasing a feature has always been their goal, and it
is often through independent
film festivals like OFF that

smaller budget filmmakers
are able to get their work in
front of audiences..
“I think (film festivals are)
hugely important, especially early in your career,” Lane
said. “It gives you an opportunity to screen your work publicly with an audience, which
is extremely helpful as an artist to be able to hear people
react to your work.”
They began filming “The
Devil to Pay” four years ago on
Halloween. Each step in the
process took around a year,
which includes editing, playing at film festivals and eventually finding a distributor.
The film was shot in a town
two hours north of Atlanta

called Hiawassee. Rukus described it as a “scrappy friends
and family” operation where
the community embraced production and supported the
Skyes by providing locations
and extras for the movie.
Ruckus said that filmmaking is a clear passion for them,
so the reward of audiences
experiencing their film is that
much sweeter when they get
to do so in person.
“It’s really cool that people discover your film online,
or on YouTube or Vimeo or
something, but it’s just not the
same as seen in a theater with
an audience,” Ruckus said.
“That’s what’s so cool about
film.”
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ACROSS
1- Blueprint detail, for
short;
5- Trash;
10- Demonstrate;
14- The last Mrs.
Chaplin;
15- Actress Barkin;
16- Hourly rate;
17- Plaintiff;
18- Considers;
19- Of course!;
20- Put in order;
22- Occur;
24- Flight formation;
25- “Rule Britannia”
composer;
26- Hinder;
29- Gives slack;
33- Continuously;
34- Rights org.;
36- Acquire;
37- Richards of Texas;
38- Swung around;
39- College sr.’s test;
40- The Righteous
Brothers, e.g.;
41- Kitchen addition;
42- Jostle;
44- Genuine;
47- Kitchen utensil;
48- Say for sure;
49- Thrice, in
prescriptions;
50- Sterile;

53- Have more pounds;
58- Quod ___
demonstrandum;
59- ___ of Two Cities;
61- Family portrait?;
62- ___ dancing is
popular with cowboys!;
63- Inhibit;
64- Model married to
David Bowie;
65- Den;
66- Relaxes;
67- Mercury and
Saturn, e.g.;
DOWN
1- Cubs slugger
Sammy;
2- Come down in
buckets;
3- Cabinet dept.;
4- House trailer;
5- Chock-shaped;
6- Sheltered, nautically;
7- Dog-powered snow
vehicle;
8- President pro ___;
9- Conceal;
10- Spoiled beer;
11- Briefcase closer;
12- Double curve;
13- “Pure Guava” band;
21- Square;
23- Year abroad;
25- Tree-lined walk;

KATIE WILLIAMSON
38071

SOLUTION TO 11.5 PUZZLE

26- Ways to go;
27- Affectation of
sophisticates;
28- Mortise insert;
30- Goad;
31- Pluck;
32- Point in the desired
direction;
34- Change;
35- Director’s cry;
38- Sing for;
42- Gush;
43- Miscreant;
45- 39th president of
the U.S;

Biden’s win speaks volumes
about representation

46- Holiday start;
47- Furry swimmers;
50- Ringing instrument;
51- La Scala solo;
52- Royal Indian;
53- Cereal grain;
54- Peter Fonda title
role;
55- “The Joy of
Cooking” author
Rombauer;
56- Stuff;
57- Female lobsters;
60- Green or black,
e.g.;

thedmopinion@gmail.com

The best way to tell my
election story is backwards.
A sunlit window opens
in my world, and they call
Pennsylvania. I stand in line
on Tuesday morning and cast
my vote for Biden/Harris.
I tune into the campaign
coverage just to see Joe Biden
reading letters from children
with speech impediments, to
hear him admit what I already
know: he still struggles, too. He
once said, “Stuttering gave me
the best possible window into
other people’s pain.” I tune
back out.
My fears are affirmed. When
students in my GroupMes make
fun of Biden’s supposed mental
decline, I sharply remind them
that pretending to forget your
next phrase is a hallmark of
a
“well-managed”
fluency
disorder — and I should know.
My family and friends don’t
realize that the algorithm puts
their posts on my timeline every
time they clap back at strangers

talking about Biden’s stutter. I
prepare to block it out.
Biden wins the nomination.
My professor tells me, “No one
will ever want to work with
you or give you opportunities
while you still have a speech
impediment.”
Biden
lies
through his teeth about how
he beat his stutter so many
years ago. It’s inspiration for
someone else.
When it looks like he might
not win the nomination, I am
relieved. When it seems like

“(Biden

advised) to
never let his stutter
get in the way of his
goals, and this idea
takes shape in me..”
- Katie Williamson
Junior International Studies Major
he isn’t going to run, I am
relieved, though I’ll keep that
from my children. I didn’t want
to be dragged through it.

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday through
Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No
refunds on classified ads once published.
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or
questionable products or services.
To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit: http://
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.

The pharmacist on the
phone hangs up on me when
I can’t get my name out. I
remember that it probably
hurts worse for Biden, putting
himself out there like that. I
think about how Biden will
never see what they say. I will,
and it will come from people
who say they love me. I think
about how much a person,
even a national leader, can
still be crushed by bullies. I’m
in the drive-thru at Cookout
giving my order, and the guys
in the truck behind me hang
out the window and imitate my
blocked speech.
The UM Speech and Hearing
Center tells me it’s not going
to get better when I notice it’s
getting worse freshman year
and get a new diagnostic test.
I graduate high school with a
speech and debate cord around
my neck. I compete for three
years in speech tournaments
and never win first place, but
at least I competed. At the
end of my freshman year, I
go to the speech and debate
interest meeting. I say, “I have
something to prove to myself”
when I talk my parents into it.
I read a letter that Biden wrote
decades ago to a young boy with
a speech impediment, advising
him never to let his stutter get
in the way of his goals, and this
idea takes shape in me — this
wild what-if.
Katie Williamson is a junior
international studies major
from Collierville, Tenn.
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Crossword puzzle provided by BestCrosswords.com (www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
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THEM RESPONDING
TO YOUR TEXT.
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that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
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“Our first woman Vice President is Black and South Asian.” My thoughts on America and its highest offices are evolving. I am met with much internal conflict, but I can’t stop thinking
about that first sentence. I was in fourth grade when former President Barack Obama was first elected. As a ten year old with love for America forced down my throat, I did not have
these complex thoughts about my country. I saw a Black man in the highest office. I won’t ever forget that night. My grandmother’s cheer echoed in my ear this past Saturday. “Yes!
Yes! Yes!” The Sunday following the 2008 election, my great-grandfather spoke about his son. Uncle Lonnie believed that we would see a Black president. He knew it. He didn’t live
to see it. My great-grandparents didn’t get to see last week. Now, even with my mixed emotions on our alleged democracy, I am overwhelmed with joy and pride. We did it. Every
little girl sitting between her grandmother’s legs with a hot comb behind her ear knows it’s possible.
“Yes! Yes! Yes!”

We need civility in American politics
HELEN CLAIRE MCNULTY
thedmopinion@gmail.com

In an op-ed from The Detroit
Free Press entitled “Election will
be meaningless if we don’t change
our ways,” author Mitch Albom
commented on the election, and
it inspired me to think critically
of candidates’ messaging in this
election. This election has brought
out the absolute worst in people
supporting either of the major
parties. As an independent, I have
noticed people across the political
spectrum demonstrating absolutely unacceptable, callous and
vicious behavior. It doesn’t matter
who wins the election if we don’t
change our ways.
As a university student, I feel
like I am unable to share or express my opinions on any particular subject without getting
terrorized — yes, I said terrorized
— by people, fellow students and
professors alike, who don’t agree
with me.

One time in class, I said that
I didn’t think it was right to force
a woman to carry a child that she
doesn’t want. A fellow student
immediately labeled me as a “baby
killer” with “questionable morals”
instead of listening to what I had
to say. On several occasions, I pretended to disagree with my views
to please a professor in order to
get a good grade in the class because if I actually spoke my mind
and expressed my thoughts, I felt I
would be harshly penalized.
It seems that any room for
a healthy debate of ideas is now
nonexistent and is instead met
with anger and hostility. This is
a real problem, and I know that
I’m not the only one. In a country where freedom of speech is so
widely prized, this shouldn’t be
happening.
This name-calling happens
at the national level, with politicians like Speaker of the House
Nancy Pelosi calling President
Donald Trump “morbidly obese”
and a kid with “doggy doo on his

shoes” and Sen. Chuck Schumer threatening Supreme Court
Justices saying that they “won’t
know what hit them.” The worst
of people appeared when individuals wished death on Trump as
he was infected with COVID-19.
On the flip side, the president
has treated opposing parties in a
similar manner. He mocked one
reporter’s disability when he was
challenged. Trump also regularly
refers to the media as a bunch of
liars and labels reporting as “fake
news” whenever it says something
unflattering about him despite it
being true.
I have also heard people use
expletives referring to Joe Biden
and Trump and have seen videos of people urinating on and
destroying candidate signs of the
opposite party.
Hate does not foster respect
and reverence; hate breeds contempt and disdain. There is no
decency left in the world when
we conduct ourselves malevolently and vindictively. People have

been so afraid of violence when
someone wins the election that
stores in New York City, Washington, D.C. and upscale areas in California boarded up their stores to
prevent property from being stolen and destroyed. Is this what we
have become? A bunch of angry
children who throw an ugly tantrum when we don’t get our way?
Regardless of which party you
belong to or with which you identify, if anything that comes out of
your mouth that is vulgar, threatening or downright foul about a
party, politician or its supporters,
I suggest thinking twice. This substandard conduct isn’t helping

anyone.
Everyone is entitled to their
own opinion, but the political
debate in America should not be
a shouting match of disrespectful, character-based insults. This
includes blatantly naming and
grouping people together based
on political views without any
consideration to who they are as
people. In the end, it is we who
decide the fate of this country, and
that starts with our attitudes and
behavior towards each other.
Helen Claire McNulty is a senior biology major from Holland,
Mich., and West Palm Beach, Fla.

Opinion Policies:
Columns do not represent the views of The University of
Mississippi or The Daily Mississippian. The Daily Mississippian
welcomes letters to the editor, which should be emailed to
dmletters@olemiss.edu. Letters should be no longer than 300
words. They may be edited for clarity, brevity and libel. Thirdparty letters and those with pseudonyms or no name will not be
published. Letters are limited to one per individual per month.
Letters should include contact information, including relationship
to the university, if applicable.
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Congrats, Asya Branch!
Mississippi’s first Miss USA

